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For an overpopulated Earth, whose resources are strained to the breaking point, there is only
one place to look for relief: straight up. With the successful completion of the Padrugoi Space
Station, humanity has at last achieved its first large-scale permanent presence in space.
Additional bases are feverishly being built on the Moon and on Mars, stepping-stones to the
greatest adventure in all history: the colonization of alien worlds. Already long-range telescopes
have identified a number of habitable planets orbiting the stars and distant galaxies. Now it's just
a question of getting there.But there are those who, for selfish motives of their own, want
Padrugoi and the other outposts to fail. People who will stop at nothing to maintain their power or
to avenge its loss. Standing in their way are the Talented, men and women gifted with
extraordinary mental powers that have made them as feared as they are respected―and utterly
indispensable to the colonization effort.There is Peter Reidinger, a teenage paraplegic who is
the strongest telekinetic ever, his mind capable of teleporting objects and people thousands of
miles in the blink of an eye. Yet all his power cannot repair his damaged spine or allow him to feel
the gentle touch of a loved one...Rhyssa Owne, the powerful telepath and mother hen to Peter,
and the rest of her "children"―and a fierce, unrelenting fighter against the prejudice that would
deny the Talented the right to lead happy and productive lives…and Amariyah, an orphan girl
who loves two things in the world above all others: gardening and Peter Reidinger. And woe to
anyone who harms either one of them―for the young girl's talent may prove to be the most
amazing of all.Now, as sabotage and attempted murder strike the Station, it's up to the Talented
to save the day. Only, who's going to save the Talented?

About the AuthorAnne McCaffrey, one of the world’s most popular authors, is best known for her
Dragonriders of Pern® series. She was the first woman to win the two top prizes for science
fiction writing, the Hugo and Nebula awards. She was also given the American Library
Association’s Margaret A. Edwards Award for Lifetime Literary Achievement in Young Adult
Fiction, was inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame, and was named a Science Fiction
Writers of America Nebula Grand Master. Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1926,
McCaffrey relocated to Ireland in the 1970s, where she lived in a house of her own design,
named Dragonhold-Underhill. She died in 2011.A stage actress and freelance on-camera and
voice talent, Sharon Williams has appeared in many productions in Kalamazoo-area theaters.
She’s also played a role on TV’s Unsolved Mysteries. Sharon and her husband have one son, an
aspiring photographer and rock musician.
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Amanda C., “What an epic conclusion. Loved it. It's always a joy to lean back into a familiar
universe and somehow I had missed these books when I was first reading through McCaffrey's
books 2 decades ago. I really loved this book and the ones preceding it. Sure some of it is dated
but it's still a beautiful story.”

Janet S, “Wonderful New World. Peter has come a long way from the bed in a special ward for
paraplegic to flying space! This third book is well worth your and money to explore the world of
the Talented!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Pegasus in Space. Just re-read this book. It was as enthralling this time
as the first time many years ago. McCartney is never a disappointment.”

carol straker, “Loved. Have read this series many times and still find things new. Really wish the
Rowan was in kindle.  Please please”

Ebook Library Reader lulu, “I love the talents books. Of course I love Anne McCaffery. Even
though she is no longer on this earth she continues to take me to the stars.. I would rate any of
Ms. McCafferys books higher than the five I'm allowed. She makes me see the people and
places she writes. An gives my imagination quite a workout.”

Maegan, “a bit choppy ending to the early series. This was the last of the talent series that I had
to read. I know I did it a bit backwards, but it was still good. Unfortunately I had a few issues with
this book. I read the Rowan a while back, but I couldn't tell if this was the same Peter Reidinger
in both series, and how the rating system of Talents came about. This book was going really well
but then it just kind of ended with an almost bullet point list of what happens after the last
chapter. That was so not like what I expected from Anne McCaffrey that I was just stunned. Did
she forget to write the rest of the book? I feel like we are missing a book between this one and
the start of the Rowan. That said this was a very interesting book, but it just felt a bit incomplete
compared to her normal standard.”

Stephanie S., “Wonderful way to bring the Pegasus series to a close and bridge into the Tower
series.. Loved these books, and, for that matter, all the books in the series. Ann' s writing is
always a joy, and her world building is second to none.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful. An uplifting and inspiring novel where the various
protagonists must navigate intrigue and danger. There are heroes and villains, thrills and spills,
and as a coda, a fascinating biography of Anne McCaffrey herself.”



Ebook Library Reader, “A trio of page turners. Anne McCaffery is a magical storyteller. Imagining
amazing worlds and interesting characters and then bringing them to life on the page. I always
feel uplifted after reading one of her stories.”

Jennine, “I think the Pegasus Series rocks.. The final part of the Pegasus trilogy was written
about the time the shuttle and space station were being talked about. It offers an interesting
twist to the events of the previous two books. All three books are ones I think teenagers as well
as adults would like to read and get enormous enjoyment from them. The story does have one
problem in that, like all McCaffrey's series, it finishes but you are left with the feeling there is
something more to come. It is sad that Ms McCaffrey is no longer able to go back and add more
to the series.  I still recommend the book to you it is after all a very enjoyable read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “great read and trilogy. Amazing ending to a series of books that where
ahead of its time. In true Sci-fi spirit of the stars and human potential and capabilities .”

Teresa Cooper, “Telepathy and space travel at its best.. Another fantastic book from the late
great Anne McCaffrey. We're shown the start of the FT&T and its first strong leaders. My
favourite part is when Peter finds out he's getting his sense of feeling back and it's his young
friend is the source of the healing. There's no getting away from the fact I think AMC and her
books are great. I would, and have, recommend this book to anyone who likes sci fi. This will be
read by me again, many times.”

The book by Anne McCaffrey has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 835 people have provided feedback.
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